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About This Game

Math RTS is a new RTS strategy game that focuses on solving mathematical problems in a new and exciting way. You have to
defend the chalkboard by collecting chalk and making problems for your opponents. The aim was to make math interesting and

to bring fun to the classroom in a whole new way.

You have to build up your economy by collecting chalk with ideas, expand by building brains and other buildings and make
problems to send to your opponents.

Features

Local 8 player Multiplayer

Play with up to 7 AI opponents of different strengths

Play on 7 different size random maps

Solve mathematical Problems

Addition
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Subtraction

Multiplication

Division

and more
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Really weird, really fun.
If you're a fan of random references you will love this. I know I had several good moments with them.
It's also really cheap and if you want to explore every possibility you'll be here a while.... I did not like this game at all. I thouht
it was a bit bland compared to the other Grand-Strategy games out there.However, some dedicated Europa Universalis players
may enjoy the game due to its overwhelming similarities with Europa Universalis II. I may not be pairing the games correctly,
but when I bought the game I was looking for something like Total War. I chose it because it was a more recent release of 2011,
but the game grandly failed to graphically compare to most other current games of the genre. I played the game for about 45
minutes and maybe thats not enough for you but im just doing this to get a badge. So,in my opinion unless you LOVED Europa
Universalis II, this is not the right game for you.

However, if you are graphically impaired, and this was the best choice for your low-end PC, I would highly recommend
Imperial Glory.. The pig hot air balloon is REALLY scary + running diagonal makes you go faster which is cool I guess. A very
calming and relaxing game, the world was very soothing. The puzzles weren't overly difficult and you also had the option to use
hints and even skips if puzzles became too frustrating (at least on the lower difficulties) which I personally liked, I play these
types of games as stress relievers and sometimes they can get overly fiddly but that wasn't the case here. The audio helped set
the tone, with the music being very calming throughout, although I did experience some audio popping here and there which
was a shame. The voice acting and story were serviceable, don't expect too much but what's there is cute and adds something to
the game so you're not just randomly solving puzzles for no reason. Overall it's a good point and click game that I'm happy to
recommend to fans of the genre.. WASTE TIME \u5173\u5361\u8bbe\u8ba1\u592a\u8fc7\u7c97\u7cd9
\u843d\u5730\u70b9\u548c\u5224\u5b9a\u592a\u5dee\u4e86 \u53c8\u4e0d\u50cfiwanna\u7cfb\u5217\u6709\u8da3
\u4e0d\u597d\u73a9. laggy as f**k
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I was on the fence with this game. I ended up giving it a "yes" since the storyline is nice and the graphics and sound were good.
This is a Hidden Object game with a lot of hidden object scenes and a few other games (such as memory). For the price, it's
worth the buy, especially if you enjoy Hidden Object games. I do like the mystery aspect of it, that made me hope I guessed
correctly.

However, I did find a few things with the game I didn't really like. For one, (and for me) I don't see a lot of replay value with
this game beyond trying to get all the steam achievements. With all the scenes, none of the items within the scene are changed.
The only thing that changes are the items you have to find (for the most part). After a bit, it doesn't take that long to get the
general location for items in each scene.

OK, I do like when game makers for this genre use a word that could be various items (such as bow, it could be a hairpiece,
weapon, or a musical bow). However, there was a few times (given, not a lot) where the game would require an item found and
there were a couple items it could be (in one instance, it asked for a hat and there was one in the painting and another one on a
statue). Given, it's not a huge deal, but when trying not to make any mistakes, it makes it a bit hard. Also, there was one scene
where it asked for 3 x brush, and one item was a broom (which for my crazy self, annoyed me a bit since I don't really consider
a broom a brush).

However, despite what I found annoying, I would still recommend this game for all the Hidden Object game fans out there..
This was the most beautiful VR experience I ever had. Thank you very much :). The power of Hedonist compels you.. I have
purchased this Season Pass. But I cannot download the DLCs. What the heck???
I only got the 'Gotham by Gaslight" and "Brightest Day Batman" skin.

Edit: The issue was successfully resolved by Steam Support today (9th February, 2016). I am still keeping the above unedited so
that other people can find this. Please have the game installed, contact Steam Support and show them the screenshots of the
DLC tab in Game Properties. They may take some time but they will resolve the problem.. Woah, just... just wow, if you didn't
play it before - DO IT NOW
9\/10. I really appreciate the writing in this game. The story is very campy and it knows it so it embraces that in a good way.
There is also little Easter eggs referencing nerd culture for you to find which is awesome. Gameplay is super simple but it’s
entertaining enough. Definitely worth the price of admission.
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